CABINETS AND BOOKCASES

BAR CABINETS
BOOKCASES
CHESTS OF DRAWERS
MULTIFUNCTIONAL CABINETS
RIESLING  Bar cabinet
ORESTE  Small tables
DORY  Table lamps

ARMANI / CASA
MIRÒ Buffet/JINGO Coffee table/MEDUSA Floor lamp/NOLAN Sofa/NOIR Rug
CIRCLE

Circle is a range of revolving tables, conceived to store barware, available in two sizes. The large version features two curved doors and two pull-out drawers. The inside of the doors is equipped with a structure to hold stem glasses, while the drawers can be used to store bottles. The small but taller version opens with the aid of a slim metal handle, and the inside of the curved doors is equipped with two shelves. Circle takes its inspiration from the travel furniture typical of the 20s and the 30s, object-sculptures that were transformable and suggesting several functions. The cabinet, thanks to a fixed turning base, can rotate of 360°. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
LARGE: Ø 81x53h cm - Inch Ø 31.9x20h

SMALL: Ø 50x65h cm - Inch Ø 19.7x25.6h

FINISHES
- BLACK DRAFTED STUCCO *
- SHINY SANTOS ROSEWOOD (LARGE VERSION ONLY)
- WHITE GOLD DRAFTED STUCCO **
The design of Club takes inspiration from vintage travel furniture featuring x-shaped legs. This cocktail cabinet features container doors for the storage of glasses. The interior in bronze lacquer holds a lower pull-out shelf in technical fabric top covered by an extralight transparent tempered glass (5 mm thick) for the preparation of drinks, a fold-out top for service and three lacquered drawers: one for cocktail utensils, one to store the ice bucket and the last for bottles.

MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**
79x61x130h cm - Inch 31.1x24x51.2h

**FINISHES**
GREY LIZARD EFFECT LEATHER / SATIN BLACK NICKEL
RIESLING

Bar cabinet marked by a large storaging unit that lies on a thin linear structure. Riesling is available in different precious finishes that enrich the neat design. The back of the doors is equipped with short shelves conceived to store glassware. The squared tiles on the doors of the Brushed Greige Oak version are covered by tempered extra-clear glass. The version in Moonlight Decoration features a tubular structure in metal, while others have legs with squared section.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
76x57x154h cm - Inch 30x22.4x60.6h
FINISHES

BRASS CARVED LIQUID METAL / CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN LIGHT BRASS

BRUSHED GREIGE OAK / BLACK LACQUER / SATIN LIGHT BRASS

CARVED WALNUT / SMOKED GOLD

MOONLIGHT DECORATION / BLACK LACQUER / TECHNICAL PEARL GOLD FABRIC

TECHNICAL SHAGREEN FABRIC / SMOKED GOLD

CODE: 048069 CA956 C0041

CODE: 048069 CA668 C0020

BAR CABINETS
MUSA

Musa stands out for its light and essential design, yet enriched by unexpected details. The whole structure is modular, offering the opportunity of creating more than just two columns. Each shelf is marked by two exclusive metal details with a particular shape, so that the shelves look hooked to the wooden structure. Pads in Dark Green Leather. The vertical distance in between the shelves is 40 cm. Metal feet keep the structure lifted from the ground. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
2 columns:
169x40x177h cm - Inch 66.5x15.75x69.7h

FINISHES
CANALETTO WALNUT / DARK GREEN LEATHER (CUOIO) / SATIN LIGHT BRASS

BOOKCASES
ONYX

Onyx is a fixed bookcase that reinterprets the shape of the Matrix and the Nathan ranges (dining tables, consoles, small tables) introduced in the last years: the metal structure features the same extra thin look (1 cm - Inch 0.4) and the iconic triangular section, which creates particular reflections. The top part of the shelves and the sides present the same material, contrasting with the structure always in Satin Light Brass. Available in different sizes (57, 95 and 180 cm of height) and materials to match the Matrix range.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
180x40x57h cm - Inch 70.8x15.7x22.4h
180x40x95h cm - Inch 70.8x15.7x38.5h
180x40x180h cm - Inch 70.8x15.7x70.8h

FINISHES
BLACK STRAW MARQUETRY /
BLACK BEECH WOOD /
SATIN LIGHT BRASS

CANALETTO WALNUT /
SATIN LIGHT BRASS

ONYX-TEXTURED METAL /
SATIN LIGHT BRASS *

* CODE: 050118 CA635 C2110
OLIMPIA

The free-standing Olimpia bookcase is made of a rectangular wooden frame hosting three shelves. This structure is sustained - and lifted from the ground - by five vertical tubular bars covered with leather, whose asymmetrical disposition gives movement to the entire piece. Stripes of metal, similar to ribbons, have the double function of carrying the shelves and giving more stability to the entire bookcase.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
200x40x175h cm - Inch 78.7x15.7x68.8h

FINISHES
HAZELNUT OAK / CORTECCIA BROWN LEATHER (CUOIO) / SATIN LIGHT BRASS

CANALETTO WALNUT / DOVE GREY LEATHER (CUOIO) / SATIN LIGHT BRASS

* CODE: 050119 CA636 C4455

** CODE: 050119 CA941 C4856
CASTILLA

Chest of drawers available in two heights, with a central straight element and sides with rounded circle section. The twelve drawers are easily accessible thanks to a special rotating system. The three available versions have also different drawers inside: matt Black Maple and Technical Shagreen Fabric for the Silver Liquid Metal Lacquer structure, Black Maple and glossy bronze shagreen print leather for the other two. Metal handles for all versions.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
TALL: 155x45x80h cm - Inch 61x17.7x31.5h

LOW: 220x45x62h cm - Inch 86.6x17.7x24.4h

FINISHES

• CODE: 048059 CA803 C0617

** CODE: 048060 CA867 C0020
DAMOCLE

Wooden dresser with ribbon metal legs. The central part comprises a single compartment with two doors and a central shelf. A cable hole is located at the back to allow the installation of hi-fi appliances (blu-ray, dvd, gaming console) to use of this product also as a TV unit. The two outer parts have three drawers that open with the aid of metal handles.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
216x50x75h cm - Inch 85.1x19.7x29.6h

FINISHES
BROWN MAHOGANY / SATIN NATURAL BRASS *
BRUSHED BROWN OAK / BRONZED BRASS

* CODE: 048114 CA832 C0373
DAVID

The David range includes different storage units with drawers: a buffet (five central drawers and two sides doors), a low chest of drawers (five mock drawers that hide two doors) and a tall chest of drawers (eight drawers). An internal extra moving shelf is available for the buffet option. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
BUFFET
180x52x83.5h cm – Inch 70.9x20.4x32.9h

CHEST OF DRAWERS
120x52x83.5h cm – Inch 47.2x20.4x32.9h

TALL CHEST OF DRAWERS
60x52x128.5h cm – Inch 23.6x20.4x50.6h

FINISHES
BRUSHED BROWN OAK / BRONZED BRASS

CODE: 048198 CA336 C0053

CODE: 048197 CA336 C0053
ODINO

Odino is a range of chest of drawers, available in two sizes. The container unit is lifted from the ground thanks to a linear structure featuring four thin legs with squared section. Both versions are equipped with four large drawers, where the front is covered with Okinawa fabric (featuring a dreamy Japanese landscape with hills and trees) or Nara fabric (highly resistant to stains and easily cleanable with a wet sponge/cloth). Odino is available in three combinations of materials. The range is completed by a bedside table featuring the same materials.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
180x45x75 h cm - Inch 70.8x17.7x29.5
60x45x120 h cm - Inch 23.6x17.7x47.2

FINISHES
BLACK OPAL SHELL / METALLIZED DARK GREEN LACQUER / OKINAWA OR NARA FABRIC
CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN LIGHT BRASS / OKINAWA OR NARA FABRIC
METALLIZED DARK GREEN LACQUER / SATIN LIGHT BRASS / OKINAWA OR NARA FABRIC

CODE: 050111 CA918 TX073, NARA FABRIC

* CODE: 050110 CA918 TX073, NARA FABRIC
EXCELSIOR

Excelsior is a storing unit with a vertical row of five drawers and a door with ten mock drawers, containing two shelves. The structure lies on a tubular metal base like the Riesling range. The use of precious materials makes this piece of furniture highly decorative. Inside, Excelsior is covered with glossy dark grey lacquer, while the bottom of the shelves and drawers are lined with bronze technical fabric.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
72.5x44x150h cm - Inch 28.5x17.3x59.1h

FINISHES
BLACK DRAFTED STUCCO / BRONZED BRASS

CODE: 048309 CA871 C0020
GABRIEL

Gabriel is a wardrobe characterized by its curved shape, which recalls the vintage trunk style. The internal compartments of the wardrobe are upholstered with fabric and can be equipped according to the need of the client. Both inner sides of the two doors feature a mirror. This wardrobe is refined with a led lighting system with warm tones (3600k). The lights turn on automatically thanks to several detectors placed in the different compartments. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
210x66x237.5h cm - Inch 82.7x26x93.5h

FINISHES
NATURAL THIN LEATHER / CANALETTO WALNUT

CODE: 048544 CA916 C9553
LEONARD

Rectangular multifunctional storage with four doors and inner shelves. Leonard is composed of two elements, an outer structure and an inner central suspended part. The frame in metal creates a particular decoration on the front and on the back of this piece of furniture. Inside in Canaletto Walnut.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
230x50x80h cm - Inch 90.6x19.7x31.5h

FINISHES
BRASS CARVED LIQUID METAL / GOLD LIQUID METAL / SATIN LIGHT BRASS

CODE: 048952 CA961 C2456
MIRÒ

Buffet with three doors. The main unit of this new buffet lies on a metal bridge structure with triangular section, like the one of the Matrix set of consoles. Doors feature a metal profile and push-pull opening system with slowing device; the first two doors from the left close a unique storaging unit, while the last one closes a separate compartment. A middle shelf is featured in both parts. Mirò is available in two versions, with or without automatic inner lighting LED systems.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
THREE DOOR VERSION
160x40x75 cm - Inch 63x15.75x29.5h

FOUR DOOR VERSION
180x45x75 cm - Inch 70.8x17.7x29.5h

CONTENTS

FINISHES

- CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN LIGHT BRASS
- GREIGE SHAGREEN EFFECT LEATHER / PATINATED LIQUID METAL / SATIN LIGHT BRASS
- WHITE GOLD STRIPED STUCCO / BLACK MAPLE / SATIN LIGHT BRASS

* CODE: 049332 CA977 C1941 (WITH LED SYSTEM)
** CODE: 045986 CA417 C0461 (WITH LED SYSTEM)
The freestanding wardrobe Norman takes inspiration from vintage travel furniture. It features a sliding shelf, two drawers, a lower sliding shelf for shoes, a rail for cloth hangers and a tie/foulard rack. The two doors feature rounded edges. Norman is also available in a home office version.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
100x55x120h cm - Inch 39.3x21.6x47.2h

**FINISHES**
GOLD STRAW MARQUETRY / GREIGE BIRCH / DARK GREEN LEATHER (CUOIO) **